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ABSTRACT 

The Thermally Stimulated Polarization Current (TSPC) is used to study the dielectric behavior of Vectra 

A, liquid crystal copolyester. The TSPC spectra of samples of Vectra A for various polarizing fields (3.8 

kV/cm- 19.2 kV/cm) have been investigated. A dipolar relaxation is observed in the low temperature 

region ~ 30 
o
C due to orientation of naphthalene groups present in Vectra A which is termed as peak-P1. 

In the higher temperature region above 110 
o
C, the dipolar and space charge peaks are in composite 

form. TSPC cycle is performed to distinguish the dipolar and space charge peaks. Also, the TSPC spectra 

of annealed and doped samples of Vectra A are studied. The results obtained from TSPC spectra are 

compared with TSDC spectra of samples of Vectra A.   

Key words: Thermally Stimulated Polarization Current (TSPC), Vectra A, poling filed, annealing, 

doping 

 

Introduction: In Thermally Stimulated Polarization Current (TSPC) technique, the current is generated 

in construction of polarization. This technique is a complimentary to Thermally Stimulated Discharge 

Current (TSDC) technique where current is generated when destruction of polarization takes place [1]. 

The relevance of the TSPC technique becomes important because the comparison between processes of 

generating current during construction of polarization and during destruction internal polarization will 

provide useful results which otherwise, cannot be obtained from either of them [2]. Although TSP current 

suffers from an unavoidable superposition by the internal conductance, it has superior aspect as it avoids 

overheating of sample and eliminates the search for poling temperature. The TSPC technique gives an 

idea of the temperature at which conduction current becomes significant. This is necessary because after 

the start of conduction phenomenon, the stored charges in the dielectric are quickly neutralised thus 

preventing the subsequent TSPC and TSDC from its proper functioning [3-4]. 

The aim of the present work is to study the dielectric relaxations in Vectra A by investigating the TSPC 

spectra at different polarizing fields.  The effect of annealing and doping is also discussed. 

 

Material and Method: The Vectra A, ivory in color, is procured in the form of rod having diameter 18 

millimeter from Good fellow, England. The glass transition temperature of Vectra A is around 110 
o
C and 

it melts at 280 
o
C. It is copolyester of polyhydroxybenzoic acid, PHBA and poly naphthoic acid, PHNA. 

In Vectra A, the incorporation of 2, 6-naphthalylene moieties in 4-hydroxybenzoic acid results in the 

structural defect and reduction in rigidity of chain. The pristine, annealed and doped samples of Vectra A 

having thickness 1.3 mm were metalized on both sides by silver paste and held in a sample holder. The 

sample holder was suspended inside a properly earthed aluminum chamber of the furnace. After reducing 

the transient current to almost negligible value at room temperature, the sample was heated at linear rate 

(2°C /min) with simultaneous application of constant dc electric field (EP) in series with a sensitive 

electrometer (Kiethley 6514) to measure the TSP currents. The slow heating rate is required to prevent 

temperature gradient within the sample, temperature difference between sample and surroundings as well 

as for obtaining a fine resolution in TSPC spectra [2]. If the sample is short circuited for sufficient time to 

allow the spurious polarization to decay, it may altogether eliminate the dipoles in random motion. In the 

present work this process has been followed while carrying out the repeated TSPC cycles. Between two 

successively repeated cycles, the sample was allowed to cool from maximum temperature to room 

temperature and was kept for about 30 minutes to allow the entire relaxation mode to become almost 

saturated at that point. 

Results and Discussion 

The TSPC spectra of the Vectra A samples for various polarizing fields (3.8 kV/cm- 19.2 kV/cm) 

have been shown in Figure 1. Two current peaks are observed in TSPC spectra of Vectra A samples viz. 

current peak (P1) which occur ~ 30 
o
C and current peak (P2) appearing  ~ 110 

o
C. The magnitude of both 
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(P1 & P2) peaks increases with the increase in polarizing field. The current peak (P2) shifts towards higher 

temperature with the increase in polarizing field.  A steady increase in TSP current is observed in high 

temperature region (~ above 175 
o
C). These results are in accordance with the non-isothermal charging 

mechanism of a polymer in which the polarizing current is assumed to have two components behaving 

differently as a function of temperature. Dipolar orientation as a transient process which results in the 

formation of a peak and the conduction current due to the motion of equilibrium charge carriers 

increasing continuously with temperature. 

 

The charging current arises from the orientation of naphthalene group appears in the form of 

TSPC peak (P1). Similar peaks are observed in Vectra B ~ 15
 o

C and in Vectra E ~35 
o
C by various 

workers [4-6]. This peak occurrence in Vectra series is attributed to a common linkage of ester group [5]. 

The peak (P2) is attributed to orientation of main chain segment. The increase in magnitude of the TSPC 

peaks is due to occurrence of uniform bulk polarization [7]. 

 

The shift in dipolar peak (P2) towards higher temperature with the increase in polarizing field is 

due to the presence of spacers connecting side chain groups to main chain group. These spacers are 

flexible in length [8]. Thus, with the increase in polarizing field at higher temperature, length of spacers is 

reduced resulting in orientation of side chain groups at elevated temperature and shifting of peak occur 

[9]. 

 

In TSPC, peak (P2) is fused with space charge relaxation and it is not as well defined as in case of 

TSDC spectra (α-peak). These composite peaks can be separated by repeating the TSPC cycles. Dipolar 

peaks get eliminated in second cycle as saturation polarization occurs and none of dipoles are left for 

orientation but space charge peak remains as illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

Vanderschurren and Gasiot [3] reported that the TSP currents will be characterized by peaks 

roughly similar to those appearing in TSDC measurements but they will obviously appear in a reverse 

direction, at least in the beginning of the spectrum. Simmons et al. [9] and Devaux et al. [10] proposed a 

trapping model according to which, the TSPC peaks without reversal and similar to the TSDC peaks can 

also be observed, provided at least one of the electrodes is non-ohmic.  The magnitude of the TSPC peak 

is large as compared to the TSDC peak at similar condition of poling field (EP) which is attributed to 

superposition of true conduction currents and higher noise level in TSPC spectra and buildup during the 

polarizing period of ionic space charge which results in reducing the forming field [3]. 
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 Figure 1: The TSPC spectra of Vectra-A samples for different polarizing fields (3.8 kV/cm – 19.2 

kV/cm). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Repeating heating-cooling-reheating spectra of Vectra-A sample for poling field (EP) = 11.5 

kV/cm. 
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Effect of Annealing 

Annealing is a pre-treatment given to polymeric samples to obtain its improved thermal stability 

and crystallinity [1]. The annealing of the polymers enhances their sensitivity of cooperative relaxation 

processes, this leads to better separation of dipolar peaks [11]. Hence annealing is of great importance for 

polymers possessing multiple relaxation   peaks [12-13]. The TSPC spectra of annealed samples of Vectra 

A at 100 
o
C for 5 hours and 50 hours and subjected to poling field 11.5 kV/cm is illustrated in Figure 3. In 

low temperature region where β-peak is expected due to orientation of naphthalene group is not obtained 

in annealed samples as compared to pristine samples. The absence of β-peak is also observed in annealed 

samples of Vectra A when TSDC technique is applied [14]. The absence of β-peak is attributed to change 

in degree of crystallinity in annealed samples as compared to Vectra A pristine samples and hence results 

in reduction in dipolar relaxations in low temperature region [15-18]. As the temperature is increased 

there is increase in crystallinity resulting in dipolar relaxation ~110 
o
C. This relaxation is obtained due to 

orientation of main chain of Vectra A. Once the dipolar relaxation is over, there is dominance of 

conduction current as observed in Figure 3. As the annealing time is increased from 5 hours to 50 hours 

the dipolar peak around 110 
o
C shifts towards higher temperature and broadens. The increase in annealing 

time enhances magnitude and area of dipolar peak which is due to long range cooperative motion of the 

dipoles. The observations from TSPC spectra are in agreement with the observations from TSDC spectra 

for annealed Vectra A samples. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The TSPC spectra of Vectra-A samples under different Annealing Conditions  (5 hrs and 50 

hrs). 
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Effect of Doping 

Doping induces charge storage in polymers making them conducting. Such conducting polymers 

find important applications in fabrication of devices such as sensors, solar cells, rechargeable batteries 

and conjugated actuators [20-21]. The effect of doping of iodine on the TSPC spectra of Vectra A 

samples polarized at poling field 11.5 kV/cm and poling temperature 100 
o
C is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Doping of iodine in Vectra A is due to charge transfer (C-T) reaction.  The conductivity of Vectra A 

samples doped with 4% iodine is more as compared to Vectra A samples doped with 2% iodine. Hence it 

is clear that conductivity of Vectra A increases with increase in doping level of iodine. It is clear from 

Figure 4.4 that the conductivity of Vectra A increases with the increase in temperature. The TSPC spectra 

of iodine doped Vectra A samples are in close agreement with the TSDC spectra.  

Figure 4: The TSPC spectra of Vectra-A samples under different doping concentrations  (2 % and 4 % by 

weight). 
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supports enhanced charge transfer during doping [22]. The TSPC spectra of pristine, annealed and doped 

samples of Vectra A are in close agreement with TSDC spectra of Vectra A samples respectively.   
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